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Abstract
Objectives Although mindfulness meditation is the familiar and researched form of mental training derived from Buddhism, it
represents but one form of practice. Monastic debate is an interactive and dyadic analytical meditation practice that originates
from the Tibetan Buddhist tradition where monastics seek to jointly deepen their understanding of complicated philosophical
issues. To date, monastic debate and analytic meditation have yet to be examined in the context of scientific investigation.
Methods In the current study, we examined the neural correlates of this analytical meditation practice bymeans of hyperscanning
electroencephalography, a method well-suited for examining social interactions.
Results Consistent with the idea that analytical meditation helps to train concentration, we observed that over the course of the
debate, mid-frontal theta oscillations—a correlate of absorption—increased significantly. This increase was stronger for more
experienced monks as compared with monks at the beginning of their education. In addition, we found evidence for increases in
synchrony in frontal alpha oscillations between paired debaters duringmoments of agreement as compared with disagreement on
a set of premises.
Conclusions Together, these findings provide an initial understanding of Tibetan monastic debate and analytical meditation using
neuroscientific methods.

Keywords Hyperscanning .Monastic debate . Tibetan Buddhism .Meditation . Concentration . Analytical meditation

Although mindfulness has seen a meteoric rise in attention
and investigation within the scientific discourse, medita-
tion is far from a monolithic practice even within the
Buddhist tradition (e.g., Dahl et al. 2015). To date, neuro-
scientific and psychological investigations of meditation
have emphasized the clinical intervention of mindfulness
meditation (Kabat-Zinn 2003; Kuyken et al. 2015), togeth-
er with different variants of concentration meditation and
awareness meditation practiced by predominantly Western
practitioners (Lutz et al. 2008). Western science has also
recently begun to investigate the basic and clinical facets of
compassion practices (Desbordes et al. 2012; Lutz et al.
2009; Pace et al. 2013). A commonality of all these
researched forms of meditation is that they are practiced
independently, and thus, are amenable to investigation
using similar scientific methodology. However, concentra-
tive and compassion meditation reflect only a small sam-
pling of the many contemplative practices that derive from
Buddhism. Many more contemplative practices have yet to
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be investigated using rigorous scientific methodology (van
Vugt et al. 2019).

Monastic debate has been practiced in many Tibetan mon-
asteries and nunneries, and especially within the Gelug tradi-
tion of Tibetan Buddhism. This current form of Tibetan mo-
nastic debate was developed in the twelfth century by Chapa
Chökyi Senge (Liberman 2007, p. 51). Monastic debate is a
form of analytical meditation that complements meditation
practices intended to stabilize the mind via focus on a single
object (such as mindfulness of the breath). In contrast to sta-
bilizing meditation practices that calm the mind, the stated
objective of analytical meditation is to develop insight into
the causes and conditions of subjective experience to assist
the practitioner uproot suffering, and in turn, to achieve more
lasting happiness by eradicating destructive emotions (such as
anger) and to develop beneficial emotions (such as
compassion).

At a Buddhist monastic university, analytical meditation is
preceded by memorization of relevant philosophical texts,
which provide the material for the contemplations, and the
topic that is utilized during monastic debate (Dreyfus 2003).
Debate may serve several functions: to learn; to clear up
doubts; to develop critical thinking skills; to acquire a long-
lasting, holistic and comprehensive understanding of some
topic; and to increase compassion and gentleness (Perdue
2014; van Vugt et al. 2019).

The dyadic practice of debate consists most often of a dia-
lectical interaction between a “challenger” and a “defender”
(Dreyfus 2003; Liberman 2015; Perdue 1992), although in
some instances, there can be multiple challengers and de-
fenders. In their collaborative interaction, the defender is
bound to maintain a consistent intellectual position, whereas
the challenger is guiding the defender to see different angles
on the argument and to think more clearly. More specifically,
the role of the challenger is to find inconsistencies in the rea-
soning of the defender and to try to disprovewhat the defender
says, whereas the role of the defender is to parry arguments
posed by the challenger and avoid adopting untenable logical
positions. The debate is accompanied by a specific physical
form, in which the challenger is standing, towering over the
defender, who is sitting on the ground (Fig. 1). Standing is
said to enhance the speed and clarity of thinking. Moreover,
remaining physically active allows the monks to maintain the
debate over a longer period of time (Dreyfus 2003). Appendix
S3 provides more details about the debate format and
Appendix S1 provides transcripts of two sample debates.

Debate is an integral component of Tibetan monastic train-
ing. Monastics undergo a program of up to 25 years of edu-
cation and commonly practice debate for about 5 h per day
(see Appendix S2 for more details about the study program) to
help cultivate cognitive and emotional skills. First, debate mo-
tivates participants to strongly develop their memorization
skills. Monastics in our interviews report that they realize

early on in their debate training that failing to memorize the
text relevant to a particular debate results in an unfavorable
outcome. Second, participating in debate may also cultivate
one’s reasoning ability, given the frequency and intensity of
the practice. Monastic debate further has a strong social com-
ponent, because knowledge is continually shared and tested
inter-subjectively. It is therefore likely that monastics develop
strong skills for assessing their partner’s mental and emotional
states, to allow them to probe their weak points. Moreover,
debate likely involves the cultivation of emotion regulation
skills, because monastics have told us that despite the debate’s
stressful situation that can sometimes include teasing and in-
sults, it is critical to not lose composure or become angry,
because that impairs the ability to think clearly.

To examine the process of debate in more detail, electroen-
cephalography (EEG) investigations of this practice are need-
ed that leverage what we know about the role of different brain
oscillations in cognition as well as phenomenological descrip-
tions by the monastic part of the team. Brain oscillations are
useful measures because in contrast to event-related poten-
tials, they are less strictly time-locked to particular events of
interest, and thus reflect useful candidates for analyzing the
real-world situation of monastic debate, in which there is a
lack of clarity on the temporal demarcation of events that
occur. Brain oscillations have been associated with a wide
range of cognitive functions (see Buzsáki 2006, for a
comprehensive overview). For example, mid-frontal 4–9 Hz
theta oscillations have been associated with attention, absorp-
tion, and cognitive control (e.g., Cavanagh et al. 2010). Theta
oscillations in predominantly parieto-temporal locations are
associated with accumulating and comparing information
(e.g., van Vugt et al. 2012) as well as memory encoding and
retrieval (e.g., Sederberg et al. 2003). Alpha oscillations (10–
14 Hz) have been associated with idling and inhibition
(Händel et al. 2010; Pfurtscheller et al. 1996). Beta oscillations

Fig. 1 Typical monastic debate at Sera Jeymonastery in India. Debate is a
dyadic interaction between a challenger (standing) and a defender
(seated) in which the two debaters try to clarify their reasoning
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(14–28 Hz) have most frequently been associated with motor
activity (Brovelli et al. 2004). Faster gamma oscillations (28–
48 Hz) have most reliably been associated with focused atten-
tion (Bauer et al. 2006; Hoogenboom et al. 2006).

Inspired by intense discussions between the monastics and
scientists, two processes are of particular interest: the develop-
ment of neural correlates of absorption over the course of the
debate session, and the changes in inter-brain synchrony asso-
ciated with accepting the same premises (agree) and holding
different positions in relation to the topic (disagree). The vol-
untary sustaining of attention, in particular in the context of
meditation, has frequently been associated with frontal midline
theta oscillations (Ishii et al. 2014) that are thought to arise from
medial prefrontal areas and anterior cingulate cortex (Ishii et al.
1999). For example, Aftanas and Golocheikine (2001) found
that during internally directed attention in meditation practice
there was an increase in mid-frontal theta waves. This finding
was recently replicated by Brandmeyer and Delorme (2018) in
a sample of practitioners of Himalaya Yoga, a focused attention
meditation practice focusing on a mantra. Some studies have
additionally associated occipital alpha oscillations with
sustained attention (Braboszcz and Delorme 2011; Makeig
and Jung 1995), but this is likely reflecting passive fatigue-
related reductions in attention rather than the process of actively
sustaining attention (Clayton et al. 2015).

The degree of agreement between two debaters can be
measured by a novel method for investigating inter-
individual cognitive processes, the simultaneous recording
of neuroelectric activity in the brain known as “EEG
hyperscanning,”which has been utilized successfully to quan-
tify neural synchronization with high temporal precision
(Dumas et al. 2010; Lindenberger et al. 2009; Pfurtscheller
and Lopes Da Silva 1999). Synchronization between the
brains of two different individuals has been observed in sev-
eral contexts, brain areas, and frequency bands. For example,
in a prisoner’s dilemma task, Babiloni et al. (2007) demon-
strated increased inter-brain synchronization in the alpha band
when the players were cooperating rather than defecting.
Inter-brain synchronization is also enhanced during diverse
situations such as joint musical improvisation (Müller et al.
2013), successful therapy interventions (Koole and Tschacher
2017), and in cooperating relative to working separately when
pilots are orchestrating a flight take-off (Astolfi et al. 2011). In
a classroom situation, Dikker et al. (2017) also found that
when students paid more attention, their brains were more
synchronized with one another than when they did not pay
as much attention; and brains were more synchronized be-
tween students and teachers that liked each other.

In the present study, we examined several facets of monas-
tic debate using a combination of live and videotaped coding
as well continuous EEG recording of monastics as they en-
gaged in debate. First, we sought to assess the degree of agree-
ment by comparing inter-brain synchronization and predicted

larger synchronization during periods of self-reported agree-
ment as compared with periods of disagreement. We further
hypothesized that their years of monastic experience would
moderate the magnitude of absorption and inter-brain syn-
chronization such that it would bemore prominent with longer
monastic training. Our second area of inquiry was
absorption—the state of being immersed in the meditation
practice with completely internally focused attention—by
tracking the level of mid-frontal theta power that monastics
exhibited during the course of a debate. We predicted that
mid-frontal theta would increase over the course of the debate
(see also van Vugt et al. 2019).

Method

Participants

Participants were drawn from the population of over 1800
monks at Sera Jey Monastery, Bylakuppe, India. Many mo-
nastic trainings proceed for 16 years post-high school, and
monastics with between 0 and 4 years of training are generally
regarded as beginners, monastics with 5 to 12 years of training
are generally regarded as intermediate, while monastics with
13 to 16 years of training are generally regarded as experi-
enced. A subset of monastics (~ 20%) continues their formal
training in pursuit of advanced degrees, which can continue
for an additional 6 to 10 years. Thus, experienced monastics
may have as much as 25 years of formal monastic training.
Age of entry can vary widely. Once a monk/nun joins the
monastery/nunnery, they practice debate on average for 5 h
per day, at least 250 days per year (i.e., ~ 1250 h per year),
which means that experienced monastics may have an accu-
mulated 16,250 to 20,000 h of experience with monastic
debate.

We performed two studies. Given the study hypotheses, a
decision was made to focus recruitment of monk volunteers
among two cohorts: beginners versus experienced (approxi-
mately 13 in each group for Study 1, and 50 participants in
each group for Study 2). In all debates, beginners only debated
beginners, while experienced participants only debated expe-
rienced participants. The first study was more exploratory to
assess the feasibility and refine the methodology of measuring
facets of debate with EEG. The participants in this study had
between 1 and 22 years of debate experience (mean debate
experience for beginners 1 year; mean debate experience for
experienced monastics 19.2 years). The participants in this
study were between 18 and 44 years of age.

Based on the findings of the first study, we conducted a
larger, more controlled second study to replicate these find-
ings. To accrue this sample, an announcement was made by
the disciplinarian of the monastery, a senior monk serving in
an administrative role and tasked with ensuring that students
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attend classes and follow the monastic curriculum. The disci-
plinarian told the student body of the study and informed them
that the debate topic was on Bodhicitta. “Bodhicitta” is a basic
and well-known teaching in the Buddhist tradition and it fo-
cuses on altruism and compassion. He encouraged broad par-
ticipation among the monastics and requested that all partici-
pants who volunteered for the study seriously engage with
study tasks. A few additional participants were recruited by
their science teacher. In hopes of constructing two groups that
differed primarily in terms of monastic experience, we en-
deavored to select students who received top marks in their
respective debate classes. For the beginner cohort, we selected
participants who had completed their classroom instruction on
the topic of Bodhicitta, which is emphasized in year 6 of the
curriculum, but studied also before that time. While these are
in fact already intermediate level, this level was necessary to
allow them to debate about the same topic as the experienced
monastics. The average year of experience in the beginners
group was 5.3. For the experienced cohort, we selected par-
ticipants with at least 14 years of debate training, with a mean
of 16.1 years. The overall range of experience in this study
was 5 to 17 years. The mean age of the beginners was 29.8,
while the mean age of the experienced monastics was 31.8
(total range 19–45).

Procedure

We focused our investigation on the most common configu-
ration for debate, which involves two monastics: a “challeng-
er” whose role is to put forth a thesis related to canonical
Buddhist principles and find contradictions in the logical ar-
gument of his opponent, known as the “defender,” whose role
is to try to interpret the thesis proposed by the challenger and
to respond from the perspective of logic and consistency with
the canonical texts from Buddhism. Within this configuration,
debates can accommodate different formats. We chose to (1)
utilize a format called a “counting debate” which outlines the
foundation of the debate topic and assesses the quality of the
memorization of the text. In particular, the interlocutors are
establishing the textual foundation of the debate as well as
some ground rules for conducting the debate. This form of
debate is quite cooperative. Counting debate is followed by
(2) a “logic debate” in which the emphasis lies more strongly
on exposing inconsistencies in reasoning. The counting debate
is considered by many monks to be easier than the logic de-
bate, and it often serves as a preparation for the logic debate.
See Appendix S1 for a sample transcript of a logic and a
counting debate.

Informed Consent

Upon arrival at the testing location, prospective participants
were first told about the procedure and we explained to them

that participation in the study was entirely voluntary, and they
could quit any time without any repercussions. The partici-
pants then gave oral informed consent, and the study was
conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki.
The study protocol was approved by the CETO (Research
Ethics Review Committee of the Faculty of Arts of the
University of Groningen).

Instructions Given to Debaters

In Study 1, debater pairs were told they would debate in var-
ious configurations, with no specific topic. In Study 2, debater
pairs were told that they would be asked to engage first in a
10-min counting debate, followed by a 15-min logic debate.
The order of these debates was chosen because this order is
customary in the monastery. The particular topic for the
counting debate was “The Definition of Bodhicitta,” which
was selected given its familiarity to Beginner and
Experienced monastics alike. Directly before the counting de-
bate, monastics reviewed their textbook on Bodhicitta for
15 min to refresh their memory of the topic since experienced
monks had studied it many years ago.

Conducting the Debates

After reviewing the textbook (only in Study 2), monastics
provided their age, the year they entered the monastery, the
year and level of monastic training they had achieved, and
then were assigned an identification number that was used to
anonymize the data. At that point, monastics were wired with
the EEG sensors, performed one counting debate, followed by
a logic debate (see Fig. 2 for an impression of the EEG setup).
We reversed the roles of the challenger and defender and once
again collected data in one counting and one logic debate (in
the full study, only 2 counting and 4 logic debates were not
reversed). Afterwards, participants were debriefed and a mo-
nastic observer completed a debate rating form (only Study 2;
see Appendix S4). They were not paid for their participation
but were served lunch or dinner following their participation
in the study.

While the EEG data were recorded during the debate, a
monastic member of the investigative team, fluent in Tibetan
and well-versed in monastic debate, was observing the debate
and pressed a trigger button whenever he noticed something
of interest. In Study 1, he verbalized briefly why he pressed
the button, which was noted down by another experimenter
and later categorized. In Study 2, we used these verbal de-
scriptions to develop a more complete classification system
which is as follows: (1) Match/agree on same point/same
opinion, (2) Difference of opinion, (3) Defender has difficulty,
(4) Challenger has difficulty, (5) Challenger/defender finds it
difficult to remember something, (6) Challenger/defender
very focused, (7) Challenger/defender distracted, and (8)
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Anything else/Other. For this report, we will focus on catego-
ries 1 (agreement) and 2 (disagreement). Agreement in the
debate was operationally defined as a moment when both
debaters accept the same theses and ideas. Disagreement in
the debate was defined in two ways: when the defender starts
to respond with “why?/disagree”, “explain why this is the
reason” or “it does not pervade”, they enter a period of dis-
agreement; or when the challenger does not accept the defini-
tion or explanation offered by the defender.

The rater was extensively briefed on the meaning of the
categories. Moreover, the videos of study 2 were each re-
rated by at least two raters using BORIS video observation
software (Friard and Gamba 2016). In contrast to the original
ratings, where agreement and disagreement were coded as
single moments in time, in BORIS, we could indicate agree-
ment and disagreements as periods with a beginning and end.
On the basis of these periods, we divided the EEG signal into
2-s periods, which were labeled as “agreement” when at least
half of the raters considered them “agreement,” and “disagree-
ment” when at least half of the raters considered them “dis-
agreement.” All of the debates were re-rated by at least two
raters (in 5 debates, it was rated by 3 raters), who collaborated
to find consistent definitions of agreement and disagreement.
The challenge with rating these moments of agreement and
disagreement is that the rater has to guess what the debater is
thinking. Different raters may have had different interpreta-
tions. For example, some raters could have pressed the button
when there was only a hint at disagreement, while another
rater may have waited until they saw a stronger reason.
More concretely, a debate proceeds in the following way. A
challenger makes a statement, to which the defender can either
agree or ask “why?” When the defender asks “why,” this
implies they doubt the challenger’s assertion, but this is not

yet enough to define it as a disagreement. After how much
arguing, one would define it as disagreement is what is a
matter of subjective judgment.

Given this inherent subjectivity in judgments, we sought to
measure the degree of consistency between the raters. Since
the ratings involve the specification of time intervals, it is not
possible to compute inter-rater reliabilities by means of the
usual methods such as kappa. Instead, we developed some
alternative metrics. Approximately 50% of the original ratings
fell in an agreement/disagreement interval identified by at
least one of the new raters, and approximately 20% of the
original ratings fell in an interval identified by all new raters.
There were rare cases where one rater thought of a time inter-
val as reflecting agreement, while another rater judged it as
being disagreement. This occurred in 7 out of the 54 debates
of study 2, and comprised 0.7% of the rated time periods. To
adjust the analysis for the consistency between raters, we let
the probability of including a particular time interval depend
on the proportion of raters that felt it reflected agreement/dis-
agreement. In other words: if two out of two raters felt it was
an agreement, the time interval was included; if only one of
the two felt it was an agreement, the time interval was includ-
ed with a probability of 50%.

Measures

EEG Recording

EEG data were recorded with a 32-channel EEG system
(BrainProducts actiCAP) with BrainVision Recorder soft-
ware, simultaneously for the two monks. The sampling rate
was 500 Hz and the data were recorded with a 0.1–1000 Hz
bandpass filter. Individual channels were adjusted until im-
pedances were below 25 kΩ.

EEG Preprocessing

For preprocessing, which was performed in with Fieldtrip
(Oostenveld et al. 2011), we had separate analysis flows for
the examination of theta power over time and synchrony time-
locked to specific events indicated by the observingmonk (see
previous section). Before segmentation, we first applied a 0.5–
45-Hz bandpass filter to remove high-frequency muscle activ-
ity, followed by an independent component analysis (separate-
ly for each of the two recorded participants). We removed any
independent component analysis (ICA) that looked suspicious
(eye movements, blinks, and muscle artifacts) before
transforming back to the original sensor space. For the contin-
uous analysis, we divided the data into 2-s segments, whereas
for the time-locked analysis, we segmented the data into seg-
ments from 5 to 1 s prior to each button press. This window
was used to account for the reaction time of the observing
monastic when reporting an event of interest.

Fig. 2 Example of the EEG setup. One challenger (standing) and one
defender (seated) are both wired with an EEG cap. Another monastic is
seated behind a computer and presses trigger buttons to create events in
the EEG data. Video is also collected of each debate, which was subse-
quently analyzed with behavioral coding software

Mindfulness (2020) 11:1105–1119 1109



Data Analyses

Most of the data analysis was carried out in Matlab by means
of the Fieldtrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al. 2011). The EEG
data were frequency-transformed by means of a convolution
with a Hanning taper on a set of linearly spaced frequencies
with a four-cycle window length. Before averaging over the
different frequencies within a frequency band, we log-
transformed the oscillatory power. We identified the theta fre-
quency as 4–9 Hz, and the alpha frequency as 9–14 Hz (van
Vugt et al. 2007). Mid-frontal theta activity was examined in
the usual Fz channel (Doppelmayr et al. 2008; Ishihara and
Yoshii 1972). For each individual and each debate, we then
fitted a linear regression line to the change in oscillatory power
over time to assess the degree of rise over the debate. The
slopes of two participants in Study 1 were more than four
standard deviations outside the distribution of slopes across
participants, and therefore removed from the data analysis.

For the analysis of inter-brain synchrony, we also convolved
the EEG with four-cycle Hanning tapers in the frequency band
of interest (9–14 Hz alpha). We then computed the phase at
each moment in time and assessed the magnitude of the
within-trial synchrony between the corresponding channels
(Cohen 2014). We compared this trial-averaged synchrony es-
timate between the different types of debates and different
groups of participants by means of linear mixed effects models
(Pinheiro andBates 2009). The advantage of using linear mixed
effects models is that they are more robust to violations of
independence between observations and different sample sizes
for the different cells in the design (Baayen et al. 2008), as we
also have in some of our datasets. Moreover, linear mixed ef-
fects models have larger statistical power and lead to fewer false
discoveries than conventional ANOVA (Baayen et al. 2008;
Bolker et al. 2009). We used the linear mixed effects models
implemented in R’s lme4 package.

Because both inter-brain synchronization and frontal mid-
line theta can be affected by aging (Cummins and Finnegan
2007; Kardos et al. 2014; Tóth et al. 2014; van de Vijver et al.
2014), we regressed out age from inter-brain synchronization
and frontal midline theta before running our linear mixed ef-
fects model of interest. Results do not change qualitatively
between the statistical models that correct for age and those
that do not.

In addition to reporting classical statistics, we also include
Bayes Factors. The advantage of Bayes Factors is they do not
just indicate the presence or absence of a significant effect, but
also indicate how much evidence there is, both for or against
the null hypothesis. In the results, Bayes Factors are always
denoted as Bayes Factors in favor of the alternative hypothe-
sis, against the null, and prefixed with “BF10.” Using these
conventions, Bayes Factors larger than three indicate substan-
tial evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis, while
Bayes Factors larger than 10 indicate strong evidence in favor

of the alternative hypothesis (Jeffreys 1998; Wagenmakers
et al. 2017). Bayes Factors smaller than 0.3 (1/3) indicate
substantial evidence in favor of the null hypothesis (and
against the alternative hypothesis), and Bayes Factors smaller
than 0.1 indicate substantial evidence in favor of the null hy-
pothesis. In the whole manuscript, we used the default prior.
We used the BayesFactor package in R for the Bayes Factors
(Morey and Rouder 2018).

Movement artifacts are a significant concern when
performing EEG studies on moving participants. We ad-
dressed these problems in several ways. First, we used an
active electrode system, which avoided artifacts arising from
the dangling movement of the wires. Second, we used inde-
pendent component analysis to remove components reflecting
these movement artifacts, which have a time course very dif-
ferent from normal EEG (and are therefore well-captured by
ICA). Third, we low-pass-filtered the data, since movement
artifacts tend to show up predominantly at higher frequencies.
Supplementary Fig. S1 (Appendix S5) shows a sample EEG
trace during the debate, which is representative of the average
EEG quality (it is neither the most clean nor the most noisy).
As a rough estimate of artifact activity, we also computed the
average EEG amplitude and 110–140 Hz activity (associated
withmovement) separately for the challenger (who is moving)
and the defender (who is seated). Neither average EEG am-
plitude (t(106) = 0.17, BF10 = 0.21) nor 110–140 Hz activity
(t(106) = 1.43, BF10 = 0.507) was different between the chal-
lengers and defenders.

Results

Differences in Inter-brain Synchronization
Between Agreement and Disagreement Periods

Our first hypothesis was that periods in which the debaters
were observed to agree on a shared set of premises would be
associated with higher inter-brain synchrony than when they
express disagreement with one another. We surmised that
when the monks agree on a shared set of premises, they are
more likely to think similar thoughts, which would increase
the chances that their brains are synchronized compared with
when the monks have some disagreements. We also predicted
that this difference would grow with debate experience.

We initially tested these hypotheses in our exploratory
Study 1. As we predicted, we observed a statistically signifi-
cant increase in frontal alpha inter-brain synchronization for
agreement relative to disagreement (linear mixed effects
χ2(1) = 3.94, p = 0.05, BF10 = 1.14, Fig. 3). When we look at
electrodes that exhibit a significant main effect of experience
in the linear mixed effects model (Fig. 4), there was overall
smaller inter-brain synchronization with more experience (lin-
ear mixed effects χ2(1) = 7.58, p = 0.01, BF10 = 0.86), and
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interestingly, for these electrodes that are sensitive to monastic
experience in Study 1, inter-brain synchrony is higher for
disagree compared to agree periods.

We then examined whether those effects replicated in
the second study. In this study, we observed a main effect
of agreement on alpha synchrony between the two de-
baters’ brains (χ2(1) = 33.62, p < 0.001, BF10 > 10.000;
see Fig. 3). The topography was more widespread than
observed in Study 1, but included also similar frontal
electrodes. In contrast to Study 1, there was no effect of

monastic experience on brain synchronization in the alpha
band (χ2(1) = 2.24, p = 0.13, BF10 = 0.08; Fig. 4). In
Study 2, there were 27 (out of 32) electrodes that demon-
strated a significant interaction between agreement and
debate experience. The electrode with the strongest effect
(χ2(1) = 39.83, p < 0.001, BF10 = 5821.9) reflected no dif-
ference between agreement and disagreement for beginner
monks (t(31.8) = − 0.52, p = 0.604; BF10 = 0.214); but a
small significant difference for experienced monks
(t(31.9) = 2.40, p = 0.022, BF10 = 2.23).

inverse-
normal 
p-value

Study 2Study 1

beginner
experienced

Fig. 3 Effects of agreement on
inter-brain synchrony. Top row:
inter-brain synchronization in the
alpha band as a function of
agreement/disagreement and ex-
perience for the channel showing
the largest difference between
agreement and disagreement.
More experience is indicated with
blue-green bars, while less expe-
rience is denoted by red bars.
Error bars reflect standard error of
the mean. Bottom row: signifi-
cance of the effect of experience
for all channels in terms of p value

Fig. 4 Effects of experience on
inter-brain synchrony. Top row:
inter-brain synchronization in the
alpha band as a function of
agreement/disagreement and ex-
perience for the channel that
showed the largest difference be-
tween more and less experience.
More experience is indicated with
blue-green bars, while less expe-
rience is denoted by red bars.
Error bars reflect standard error of
the mean. Bottom row: signifi-
cance of the effect of experience
as a function of channel, indicated
by the p value where yellow color
indicates significance
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Mid-frontal Theta as a Measure of Absorption

Our second hypothesis was that monastics’ attention becomes
more strongly internally directed to the flow of arguments
over the course of the debate, and that mid-frontal 4–9 Hz
theta power would increase from the start of the debate until
its end as a consequence. Moreover, since this internally di-
rected attention cannot increase indefinitely, the theta power
curve should flatten off towards the end of the debate. To test
this hypothesis, we examined whether 4–9 Hz theta power in
electrode Fz increased over the course of the full debate.

In Study 1, in which we examined a set of 26 heteroge-
neous debates, we observed a significant increase in mid-
frontal theta power over time (t(51) = 4.06, p < 0.001,
BF10 = 140; Fig. 5). Even though the top row of this figure
seems to suggest that at the end of the debate, theta power
drops again, this is an artifact of averaging debates of different
lengths (see bottom row of Fig. 5 for time course of theta
power that is time-locked to the end of the debate; which does
not demonstrate a drop).We used a linear mixed effects model
to assess whether the magnitude of the mid-frontal theta slope
was moderated by the role of the participant (challenger,

defender), or their level of monastic experience (beginning,
experienced) or the interaction of these two main effect fac-
tors. This linear mixed effects model was performed on the
residuals of the theta slopes after age had been regressed out.
There was no significant effect of role, that is, we could not tell
whether there was a difference between challengers and de-
fenders (χ2(1) = 3.15, p = 0.07, BF10 = 0.81) but there was
there a main effect of experience (χ2(1) = 4.67, p = 0.03,
BF10 = 2.37). The interaction of role and experience did not
add to the prediction of mid-frontal theta power (χ2(1) = 0.69,
p = 0.40, BF10 = 2.29).

In this first study consisting of heterogeneous debate dyads,
we tried out many theoretically and hypothesis-driven config-
urations to assess the influence of different factors on the
progression of the debate and associated brain activity. First,
our monastic collaborators hypothesized that the presence of
one’s debate teacher would lead the participating monks to
take the debate more seriously. Consequently, we predicted
that the mid-frontal theta slope would be much steeper for
the debate where the teacher was present as an observer, com-
pared with where he was not present. This prediction turned
out to be weakly supported by the data. Overall theta power
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Fig. 5 4–9-Hz theta oscillatory
power increases significantly over
the duration of the debate in Study
1. Shown here is average z-scored
theta power over time, time-
locked to the beginning of the
debate (top) and to the end of the
debate (bottom). Time zero indi-
cates the beginning of the debate,
while the ending time is flexible.
If the debate persisted for more
than 15min, the remaining time is
cut off from the graph. Gray
shading represents a 95% confi-
dence interval estimated with a
loess curve
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was larger when the teacher was present (linear mixed effects
intercept M = 0.089) than when he was not (intercept M =
0.045; trend towards a significant interaction between theta
power and debate, linear mixed effects β = − 0.04, p = 0.098,
BF comparing models with and without teacher: 148). There
was no significant difference in the slopes between the debates
with and without a teacher (linear mixed effects interaction
β= − 0.002, p = 0.46, BF10 = 0.1). A potential interpretation
is that the teacher effect was already occurring due to the
novelty of foreign researchers observing the debate with un-
familiar and potentially intimidating equipment.

Monastics usually debate people in their own class, who
they know quite well. Monastics we interviewed indicated that
when they debated a monastic from a different class, they
tended to feel the need to concentrate more so they would be
better able to adapt to the unknown and unexpected strategies
of their opponent. Consequently, we hypothesized that the
slope of mid-frontal theta is larger when monastics are debat-
ing colleagues from a different class relative to their own class.
We found a highly significant interaction between slope and
class (β = − 0.02, p < 0.001, BF10 = 121), indicating that the
mid-frontal theta slope was larger when debating an interloc-
utor from different class (M = 0.0334) compared with debat-
ing an interlocutor from one’s own class (M = 0.0128). Of
course it should be kept inmind that these are only exploratory
analyses on a small subset of the data, which need to be rep-
licated before serious conclusions can be drawn.

In Study 2, we sought to replicate our prior findings
while using a more controlled, internally reliable debate
format (Fig. 6). For instance, in this controlled setting,
we elected to keep every debate to the same length and
same topic (see the “Method” section). Increasing the num-
ber of recorded debates (N = 54) provided with more sta-
tistical power. Moreover, in this study, all monks did both a

logic debate and a counting debate. The monastics hypoth-
esized that the counting debate was much easier and would
therefore be associated with less increase in mid-frontal
theta activity. As before, we compared beginner with more
experienced monastics.

As in Study 1, we observed a significant increase in mid-
frontal theta over time (t(105) = 4.26, p < 0.001 BF10 = 382;
Fig. 5). We then asked whether this increase in mid-frontal
theta was larger for more experienced monks than beginner
monks, whether it depended on whether they were challenger
or defender, and whether it differed between counting and
logic debates. We observed a trend towards a significant effect
of experience (χ2(1) = 3.58, p = 0.058, BF10 = 1.16), with a
larger increase in theta power for more experienced monks
compared with beginner monks (post hoc t test t = 2.58, p =
0.011). The data did not allow us to adjudicate whether there
was a difference between counting and logic debates (χ2(1) =
1.19, p = 0.27, BF10 = 0.44). There was a weak but significant
interaction between experience and the debate type (χ2(1) =
4.13, p = 0.04, BF10 = 1.94). The interaction indicated that for
more experienced monks, there was an increase in theta over
time for both counting and logic debates (post hoc t test com-
paring counting and logic debates, t(50.8) = − 0.22, p = 0.828,
BF10 = 0.157), but for beginner monks, there was only an
increasing theta slope for the logic debates, while the slope
remained relatively flat during counting debates (post hoc t
test comparing slopes of logic and counting debates, t(49.2) =
2.01, p = 0.049, BF10 = 0.98).

Because in this study, our data were more reliable than in
Study 1, we further explored whether the mid-frontal theta
effect was possibly larger in other electrodes than Fz.
Figure 7 indicates that the strongest theta slopes occurred
slight to the right of Fz in channel F4 (the yellow color indi-
cates t values that are larger than 3.0, and thereby surpass a

counting logic
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Fig. 6 4–9-Hz theta oscillations increase significantly over the duration
of the debate in Study 2, separately for beginners and experienced monks
in logic debates (right). Left column shows that for counting debates, the
increase is only visible for experienced monks. Shown here is average z-

scored theta power over time, where time zero indicates the start of the
debate. Logic debates have a 15-min duration, while counting debates
have a 10-min duration. Gray shading indicates the 95% confidence
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Bonferroni-corrected p value threshold of 0.05). When we
repeated the analysis in channel F4, we found that there was
a main effect of experience (χ2(1) = 6.83, p = 0.009, BF10 =
3.72), and a significant interaction between experience and
whether the debate was a counting or a logic debate
(χ2(1) = 6.99, p = 0.008, BF10 = 7.06). As before, the interac-
tion indicated that for more experienced monks, there was an
increasing theta slope for both counting and logic debates
(post hoc t test indicates no difference; t(47.2) = − 0.89, p =
0.377, BF10 = 0.22), but for beginner monks, there was only a
significant theta slope for the logic debates (post hoc t test
shows higher slope for logic debates; t(49.5) = 2.32, p =
0.024, BF10 = 1.75). There was no main effect of logic vs.
counting debates (χ2(1) = 0.51, p = 0.48, BF10 = 0.30).

Correlation Between Mid-frontal Theta Power
and Inter-brain Synchronization

Finally, we asked whether, when a person has an overall steep-
er theta increase over the debate (potentially reflecting in-
creased internally directed attention), he is also more focused
on the other person he is debating with. This can be opera-
tionalized as a correlation between the mid-frontal theta slope
and the average inter-brain frontal alpha synchronization for a
particular debate.

In Study 1, there was a significant positive correlation be-
tween overall debate theta and strength or inter-brain synchro-
ny (r(51) = 0.34, p = 0.015, BF10 = 3.04, Fig. 8). The more a
person’s absorption increases over the course of the debate,
the more his brain is also synchronized with other debater in
frontal alpha oscillations.

We then examined whether the same relation would be ob-
served in Study 2. We found that neither in logic debates
(r(54) = 0.016, p = 0.91, BF10 = 0.17) nor in counting debates
(r(47) = − 0.15, p = 0.32, BF10 = 0.29) was there a significant
correlation between these variables—in fact, the Bayes Factors
indicate that there was some evidence for no correlation.

Discussion

This study represents an initial neuroscientific investigation of
analytical meditation andmonastic debate. The results showed
that inter-brain synchronization during this non-solitary, inter-
dependent meditation practice changes with the degree of
agreement between the debaters. Inter-brain synchrony is a
relevant measurement because the type of analytical medita-
tion described in this paper also has a strong social compo-
nent. Recent work by Engert et al. (2017) has demonstrated
that social/inter-dependent forms of meditation, which in their
study trained perspective taking and involved dyadic practices
reduced the stress response to a significant social stressor. In
addition, dyadic meditation caused participants to feel more
close to each other (Kok and Singer 2017). This finding may
indicate that engagingwith another person in a meditative way
can have benefits for emotional resilience in daily life situa-
tions. Monastic debate too involves the meditative interaction
with another person. As such, future research could investi-
gate whether monastic debate, which also fosters social bond-
ing, albeit by way of a more vigorous and antagonistic ap-
proach, has similar effects on stress and feelings of closeness.

Fig. 7 Topographical plot of theta
slope for all channels, separately
for the counting and the logic
debates. More yellow colors
indicate a more positive slope
(color indicates the value of the t-
statistic on the slopes). A t value
of 1.66 corresponds to a p value
of 0.05; a t value of 3.0 corre-
sponds to a p value of 0.001,
which is equivalent to a p value
threshold of 0.05 that is
Bonferroni-corrected across the
number of channels
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The presented work also furthers knowledge about the role
of inter-brain synchrony in cognition more generally. At this
point, there is no consensus yet about the exact role of inter-
brain synchrony, and about whether synchrony in different
brain areas and frequencies could have different functions.
Some studies found increased inter-brain synchrony at pre-
dominantly alpha band frequencies during cooperation
(Konvalinka et al. 2014; Toppi et al. 2016). Other studies have
focused more on attentional engagement and found that when
people are more engaged with the same stimuli and with each
other, their brain activity becomes synchronized (using slight-
ly different metrics (Dikker et al. 2017; Ki et al. 2016). In
those contexts, inter-brain synchrony may reflect more some-
thing akin to joint or shared attention (Lachat et al. 2012). The
results reported here suggest a yet more subtle signature of
inter-brain synchrony, which was larger when monastics were
in agreement on a series of premises, compared with when
they differed on the premises they accepted to be true. This
suggests that inter-brain synchrony is not only sensitive to
what happens at a particular moment, but also information in
working memory that participants collect over a longer period
of time.

The data showed how across two studies, absorption, as
indicated by mid-frontal theta power, increased over the
course of the debates. This increase was stronger for more
experienced monks as compared with beginner monks, and
stronger for the more difficult logic debates than for the
counting debates. These findings add to the literature on the
neural correlates of meditation that has also shown increases
in frontal midline theta during various meditative states
(Aftanas and Golocheikine 2001; Kubota et al. 2001). This
increase in mid-frontal theta power correlates with meditation
experience (Aftanas and Golocheikine 2001; Cahn and Polich
2006). Also, putatively associated with concentration during
focused attention meditation are reports of increased long-

range temporal correlations in EEG activity (Irrmischer et al.
2018). The current findings are consistent with the idea that
monastic debate can be classified as a form of meditation that
trains attention, although further behavioral evidence is nec-
essary to back up that claim.

Previous studies of other forms of meditation have not only
demonstrated increased in mid-frontal theta, but other fre-
quencies as well. For example, Lutz et al. (2004) observed
increased gamma oscillatory power and synchrony compared
with baseline during non-referential compassion, an open
monitoring practice, and this increase was unique to highly
experienced practitioners. Recent work has replicated this
gamma increase, extending it by showing that gamma power
was also higher in open monitoring meditation compared with
focused attention meditation (Fucci et al. 2018). Increased
gamma synchrony may be associated more with a sense of
openness, broad awareness, and breaking down of the barriers
between self and others (Dahl et al. 2015; Josipovic 2014;
Lutz et al. 2015). Monastic debate is similar to this open mon-
itoring practice in that one of its goals is also breaking down
the barriers between self and other, albeit through methods
that involve logic and reason instead of open awareness med-
itation (van Vugt et al. 2019). It may therefore be the case that
the baseline state of accomplish debate practitioners have
higher long-range gamma synchrony as well. Unfortunately,
it was not possible to examine gamma power in this study,
because the gamma band was filtered out in an effort to reduce
movement artifacts.

Some studies show that alpha power increases during med-
itation, which has been interpreted as increases in relaxation
(Cahn and Polich 2006). Since its vigorous nature makes it
unlikely that monastic debate is associated with increases in
relaxation, the presented analyses do not examine within-
individual alpha power.

Fig. 8 Correlation between mid-
frontal theta slope and inter-brain
frontal alpha synchronization in
Study 1. Each dot reflects an in-
dividual in a debate
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Limitations and Future Research

Although the findings provide interesting new insights into
the nature of monastic debate and the functional role of
inter-brain synchrony, it is necessary to acknowledge several
limitations. In the naturalistic setting in which EEG was ap-
plied, a worry may be the possibility of contamination of the
EEG with movement artifacts. In contrast to classical EEG,
which is done in a shielded laboratory in which participants sit
very still, in this study, EEG was recorded from moving and
speaking participants in a Tibetan monastery in India without
any shielding. To minimize this problem, active electrodes
were used. Previous work has shown that active electrodes
significantly reduce artifacts associated with power line inter-
ference and motion artifacts (Patki et al. 2012). Similarly,
Nathan and Contreras-Vidal (2016) demonstrated that in a
system very similar to the studies reported here, very few
motion artifacts from walking could be detected. In addition,
the comparisons made in this article are mostly within-dyad,
which means that both of the processes being compared are
similarly affected by artifacts. It remains possible that the in-
crease in mid-frontal theta is driven by motion, because mo-
tion tended to increase over the course of the debate, but this is
unlikely because motion is typically associated with activity in
the beta and gamma bands (Ball et al. 2008). Furthermore, it
remains possible that inter-brain synchrony is confounded
with speech artifacts, but this is unlikely given that it is un-
likely a difference in the amount of speech between the agree-
ment and disagreement epochs.

Another challenge for the studies reported here is that they
focus on neural measures without direct behavioral assess-
ments. Consequently, it is not sure that, for example, mid-
frontal theta reflects absorption, as it has been interpreted here.
In fact, some have suggested that mid-frontal theta oscillations
reflect fatigue rather than cognitive control and absorption
(Kamzanova et al. 2011). However, the studies in which mid-
frontal theta is seen as a consequence of fatigue describe
stimulus-evoked theta. Wascher et al. (2014) showed that while
stimulus-evoked theta increased with increasing fatigue over a
4-h task, induced theta, which is more similar to the measure
used here, decreased during the same period. Yet another inter-
pretation of the mid-frontal theta effects is that they reflect
larger effort engaged in by the experienced monastics. It is
possible that rather than reflecting higher skill of experienced
monastics in focusing their attention, these findings could re-
flect a higher level of effort exerted in the debate (Smit et al.
2005). Such higher effort could either reflect more difficulty
with debating, which is unlikely for more experienced monas-
tics. Another possibility is that it reflects a voluntary choice to
engage in a more complex debate on the topic, for example, by
making use ofmore different sources. Finally, a third possibility
is that it reflects the depletion of attention (Schmeichel 2007) as
working memory load builds up during the debate. When

asked, monastics never report such feelings of depletion after
our 10–15-min debates, and in regular debating sessions, they
typically continue debating for many hours. Nevertheless, fu-
ture work could combine the EEG with innovative task-based
measures to obtain higher certainty about the psychological
correlates of the observed EEG states.

Another limitation of the current study is that many of the
comparisons are based on experience—the effect of debate
training was inferred from a comparison between more and
less-experienced monks. However, experience in monastic de-
bate is also correlated with experience with monastic life. At
this point it is not possible to say with certainty that any of the
changes observed with experience are due to experience in
debate, or that they instead reflect experience with monastic life
in general. Most likely, the social setting of the Tibetan monas-
tery in itself also has strong effects on emotion regulation and
cognitive processes, even when the monks do not debate.
Future research should attempt to disentangle those factors.

A final concern is that a significant correlation between mid-
frontal theta activity and inter-brain alpha synchrony was ob-
served only in one of the studies—the study that was least con-
trolled. One difference between the two studies is that Study 1
consisted only of logic debates, while Study 2 consisted of both
logic and counting debates. However, even when considering
the counting and logic debates separately, there was still no cor-
relation between mid-frontal theta and inter-brain synchroniza-
tion. This discrepancy across the two studies suggests that either
there is a ceiling effect for mid-frontal theta in Study 2, or that the
observed correlation in Study 1 is a chance fluctuation.

Given that this is an initial study examining the neural
correlates of monastic debate, it is only a starting point.
Since it is a cross-sectional study, it is not possible to know
with certainty whether the difference in increase of mid-
frontal theta with experience is a result of monastic debate
practice, or whether instead this difference between beginner
and experienced monastics reflects pre-existing differences
between these groups of monastics. Future research should
engage in a longitudinal study to verify whether the mid-
frontal theta slope increases over the course of debate training.
Even if it was possible to show such an increase, one cannot
easily conclude that the increase is directly due to debate or
instead reflects general monastic experience. One possible
way to disentangle these possibilities may be to compare mo-
nastic’s debate to the debate of school children at Tibetan
schools that have started to incorporate monastic debate in
their curriculum (MacPherson 2000). Yet, given the relatively
limited experience that such children have, that can only elu-
cidate the effects of the beginning years of learning debate.
Another important direction for future work is to decompose
the practice of debate into more detailed components and cre-
ate theoretical models of this practice. For example, it is
worthwhile investigating the role of memory in debating.
Specifically, how does the ability to recall information affect
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the debate and its neural correlates? Finally, debate is not
practiced for its own sake, but rather, to acquire a deep under-
standing of Buddhist philosophy and its implications in all
aspects of life. It is therefore important to investigate how
the neural correlates of debate that are reported in this work
affect the quality of debate and the outcomes of the debate. A
particularly interesting empirical question is whether self-
reported new insights are associated with the neural signature
of “aha” moments (Kounios and Beeman 2009).

In conclusion, the data presented here demonstrate how the
dyadic practice of analytical meditation is associated with in-
creases in frontal alpha synchrony between two individuals
when those individuals are agreeing on a set of tenets compared
with when there is some disagreement. In addition, monastic
debate is associated with increases in a neural index of mental
absorption: mid-frontal theta activity. These findings are a good
starting point for further investigating this form of analytical
meditation and more clearly delineating where and when it
differs from other forms of meditation. In addition, these find-
ings expand on possible roles for inter-brain synchrony by
extending it to a global state of being on the same page (met-
aphorically speaking). Future research should investigate how
monastic debate may lead to mental transformations such as
increases in the understanding andmemory of the studied texts,
or more globally to improvements in mental well-being.
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